
BRAND NEW!!! Pc-Check® Windows®  

Computer Diagnostic Software 
 

Pc-Check Windows provides an entire new set of tools and applications. 

Fully compatible with Windows 10 and UEFI hardware, components are 

reliably validated in the environment in which they are used. Reliable 

hardware tests you can count on. 

Product Announcement 
Diagnostics out of date? Other 

products not meeting your  

demands? Call us now for  

competition beating pricing. visit 

our website to order Pc-Check 

Windows packs at any time (Call 

direct for a variety of site licenses, 

competitor discounts are our 

pleasure.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upgrading from QA+WIN™ to the latest 

version of Pc-Check Windows keeps your  

hardware testing methods current.  

Upgrades and technical support are  

provided to you automatically for one year. 

Check out  features included in past  

updates at www.eurosoft-uk.com 
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Developing intricate computer diagnostic software – because other hardware tests 

miss them completely –  Pc-Check Windows is NEW and its indispensable. Count on a 

continued flow of reliable test results whether building, installing, supporting or 

servicing computers. Pc-Check Windows now offers greater support for testing 

multiple devices under the latest Microsoft operating systems.   

Eurosoft has helped to find millions of computer failures since 1980. No exaggeration! 

Pc-Check® Windows®  features Benefits for You 

Intuitive User Interface Quickly and easily start testing the latest 
Windows machines with the widest and 
most reliable range of Windows based 
diagnostics. 

New Pc-Check Windows Builder  Easily prepare custom, self-booting media 
directly to a USB drive or as a .ISO file for 
testing PCs and Macs outside of Windows 
and Linux®. Pc-Check Windows is also 
deployable through a connected network 
via WIM file creation.  

New System Maintenance Provides quick and easy access to run all 
available Windows tool to diagnose and 
maintain a system. 

New System Health Monitor Displays real time system sensor 
information in a dashboard such as 
temperatures, voltages, power utilization, 
clock and fan speeds. 

New Factory Test Order parameter Performs interactive testing first so the PC 
can then be left to run the remainder of the 
test script for unattended testing or  
Burn-in.  

Enhanced Monitor testing Provides more detailed information 
including screen width and height in both 
inches and pixels  and screen size in 
inches. 

Enhanced Network Test Group Increased test coverage including  network 
loop back testing when a network cable is 
attached. 

 

 Latest Hardware Support  

 Intel Skylake Pentium, Celeron and Core M3/5/7, Intel Broadwell-E  

 AMD A10-7890K APU, AMD Bristol Ridge processors  

 Support for Intel Kaby Lake 

http://www.eurosoft-uk.com/media.html#upgrade

